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Nearly two decades ago, a few years after the introduction of Fourier trans- 
form NMR, Jeener' was the first to point out the possibility of generating 
two-dimensional (2D) NMR spectra. Since then, aided by the availability of 
increasingly powerful computers, stronger magnets, and improved designs of 
NMR spectrometers, 2D NMR has become ividely used in thousands of lab- 
oratories across the world. Applications vary from studying nuclear bond 
distances in solids: to determination of solution protein structures3 and non- 
invasive imaging of cross sections of the human body.4 Information is derived 
from experiments that usually consist of a sequence of radiofrequency pulses, 
spaced by time delays. A very large number of such experimental schemes, 
often referred to as pulse sequences, have found their way into the scientific 
literature. 

From a chemical viewpoint, the NMR spectrum contains a wealth of infor- 
mation about electronic shielding of individual nuclei. Moreover, dihedral 
angles can be derived from J couplings using the well known Karplus equations 
and the process known as cross relaxation provides access to measuring in- 
terproton distances., Although, in principle. a11 this information can be ex- 
tracted using one-dimensional (1D) NMR experiments, in practice the spectra 
of many substances of interest are so complex that a complete analysis is 
impossible. This is particularly true for Iarger molecules such as proteins, 
DNA fragments, oligosaccharides, and complex macrolites. In 2D NMR ex- 
periments, much of the overlap present in 1D spectra can often be removed, 
permitting a detailed interpretation of the spectral features. 

Attempts to apply NMR to problems of ever increasing complexity, however, 
can result in 2D NMR spectra that are also too crowded for straightforward 
analysis. This is particularly the case fox proteins Iarger than about 10 kD. 
Recently, the 2D NMR technology has been taken one step further, spreading 
the spectral information into three orthogonaI frequency dimensions. 
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PRINCIPLES OF 2D AND 3D NMR 

Although the principles of 2D NMR have been discussed in many plaes,r; 
they will be briefly repeated here before discussing the extension to a third 
dimension. A general 2D pulse scheme consists of a preparation period, 
evolution period, a mixing period, and a. detection period (Fig. 1). During 
the preparation period, magnetization returns to its equilibrium state, and at 
the end of the preparation period a single pulse or a combination of radio- 
frequency pulses creates a transient state of the spin system. This transient 
state then evolves for a variable time period, I , ,  and subsequently a set of 
pulses and deFays (mixin? period) is used to mix the coherence present during 
t I  with signals from other nuclei that are then detected during the time t,. A 
tremendous number of different mixing schemes can be used, depending on 
the effect one wants to study. A 2D pulse scheme, such as schematically 
shown in  Figure I ,  is executed many times, with the duration of the evolution 
period, r ,  systematically incrernented (typicaliy from 0 to about 100 ms, jn 
steps of a few hundred IJ-S). The spectra, obtained for each of the t ,  durations 
are stored separately and without going into a detailed descripsion. suffice it 
to say that the resonance intensities in the ID spectra (obtained for every 
duration) are sinusoidally modulated as a function of t l .  Fourier transfor- 
mation of these rnodulati~n patterns. with respect to the time variabIe fI, 
converts this set of 1D specrra into a 2D spectrum (Fig. 2).  In this spectrum. 
the two frequency coordinates. F ,  and F2. of a particular resonance correspond 
to the precession frequencies associated with the observed magnetization 
during t ,  and r,. respzctiveIy. For esample. the resanance i n  Fisure 2(C) ai 
coordinates ( F l .  F:) = {[I4. n,) corresponds to that portion of the magnet- 
ization that originatxi on the protons of methyl group A which because of a 
180" flip about the C-K bond during the mixing period precesses (resonates) 
with the frequent! of methyl group 3 during the time f,. 

As indicated abols. the second frequency dimension in 1D NMR spectra 
originates from rhe Fourier transformation of the f ,  modulation patterns in 
the 1D spectra. TIYO ?D pulse schemes can be combined into a single 3D 
experiment by replacing the detection period of the first 2D experiment h! 
the evolution period of the second ?D experiment (Fig. 1 )  The defection 
period is now relabcled "t;." and for every duratron of the new time variable. 
f 2 .  a complete ( f l .  r : )  2 0  data set is acquired The intensities of the resonances 
in the 2D spectra are modulated as a function of the new time variable, ti. 
Fourier transformation of I:  sections taken through these 2D data sets conwtF 
the set of 2D specrra into a 3D N M R  spectrum. where the frequency cow 
dinates. F!. F.. and F; correspond to the correlaled resollance frequencic. 
present during the iimes r I .  r : .  and i t .  This procedure wil l  be illustrared for 
the conceptually simplest case of hereroiiuclear 3D NMR. The 3D pul\C 
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Figure I. Schematic representation of one-, two-, and three-dimensional NMR experiments 
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Fig. 2. The generation of a 20 exchange spectrum of N,N-dimethylacetamide. (A) A set of 1 D spectra obtained 
for a series of t, durations. The resonance frequencies of methyl groups A, B, and_C are labeled fIA,  {IB, and fl,. 
A Fourier transformation with respect to t, of the columns of the matrix of data set (A) yields the 20 spectrum 
shown in (B). For clarity, such a spectrum is commonly displayed as a contour plot IC). Repnnted with permission 
from Science. Q 1986 AAAS. 

scheme [Fig ;(c)] combines the 2D NQESY puke schemeh [Fig. 3(a)] with 
a heteronuclear shift correlation experiment first proposed by 3odenhausen 
and Ruben' [Fig. 3(b)]. 

b) 

C) 

Figure 3. Pulse schemes of the (a) the 2D NOESY experiment, {b )  the 20 
'Hdetected Overbodenhausen experiment, and (c) the NOESY-Overbod- 
enhausen 3D sequence. The NOESY spectrum yields off-diagonar resonances 
for pairs of protons that are close in space, with intensities that depend, to 
first order, on the inverse sixth power of the interproton distances. The Ov- 
erbodenhausen experiment yields high sensitivity spectra where the resonance 
coordinates coorespond to the proton chemical shift (F2)  and the chemical shift 
of the heteronucleus (I5, or 'T) along the F, axis. 
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Consider first the case where the new time variable in Figure 3(c). t?, is kept 
constant (zero). By incrernenting the r l  time variable, a 2D NOESY spectrum 
is obtained, similar to what would be obtained with the NOESY scheme of 

Figure 3(a). In the mixing period of the NU€SY experiment, spatially prox. 
imate protons exchange their nuclear magnetization at rates proportional to 
F, where r is the interproton distance. Off-diagonal resonance (cross pe&) 
intensities in such a NOESY spectrum are therefore a measure for interproton 
distance. In protein spectra, many of the NOE cross peaks overlap and iden. 
tification may become impossible. 310 NMR attacks this problem by intro- 
ducing a third time variable into the sequence. Thus, the centei- part of the 
3D pulse scheme transfers the transverse 'H magnetization to i t s  directly 
attached heteroatom (either I5N or IjC), where it then resonates at the 1 5 ~  

or I3C frequency fox a time period t?. and subsequently it is transferred back 
to the 'H nucleus. Its magnetization is observed during the time t3. The time 
variable t, is incremented for successive experiments. The amount of back 
transfer to the 'H is sinusoidally modulated (as a function of Iz) by the 1 s ~  

or 13C frequency. For practical reasons, in a single experiment one can only 
transfer to one type of heteronucleus. either I3C or I5N, and for sensitivity 
reasons, isotopic enrichment is often essential. After Fourier transformation 
with respect to the time variables r, and r3,  a set of 2D spectra is obtained 
where the intensities are r,-rnoduhted by the chemical shift of the hetera- 
nucleus that is directly attached to the proton observed during r,. A set of 
such 2D spectra is drawn in Figure 4(a). Fourier transformation in the t2 
dimension transforms this set of 3D spectra into the final 3D spectrum. Note 
that the t2 Fourier transformation transforms the signals that are spread over 
the entire ensemble of I? planes into single peaks in the 3D spectrum, greatly 
increasing the intensit!'. Because the noise remains evenly distributed through- 
out the 3D spectrum. the signal-to-noise ratio in the 3D spectrum is much 

- F3 I'H) 

Figure 4. (a) Drawing of a set of 2D NMR spectra that can be obtained with 
a sequence such as the one shown in Figure 3(c). The resonance intensities 
are sinusoidally modulated as a functron of the time t2. Fourier transforma~on 
of these modulation patterns results in the final 30 spectrum (b), in which the 
intensity of a particular correlation is present in a single plane or in Several 
immediately adjacent planes (because of finite line width). 
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higher than in the individual S? slices. Display of the 3B spectrum can be 
accompIished by adapting software originally deveIoped for molecular graph- 
ics. However, more commonly, slices taken from the 3D spectrum are dis- 
played as regular 2D contour maps. 

As an exampk, Figure 5 shows a (I;, , F3) slice from the NOESY-HMQC 3D 
spectrum of the protein staphylococcal nuclease (18 kD) and compares it with 
the corresponding regon of the regular 2D NOESY map. The 3D spectrum 
has been recorded with a method very similar to the one shown in Figure 
3(c),  and separates NOE interactions involving amide protons according to 
the chemica1 shift of the nucleus that is directly attached to the amide 
proton that is detected during the time t3. The entire 3D spectrum consists 
of 64 such slices. Clearly, the almost complete absence of resonance overlap 
in the 3D example greatly facilitates the analysis of such a spectrum. 

The heteronudear 3D NMR experiments are extremely powerful because (a) 
they are very sensitive (provided that isotopic enrichment is used) and (b) 
because their interpretation is very straightf~rward."'~ The high sensitivity 
results from the fact that the heteronuclear magnetization transfer occurs via 
relatively large one-bond J couplings, providing nearly 100% efficiency. A 
second factor that aids the sensitivity of the 3D method is that often some 
line broadening digital fiItering must be used to avoid truncation artifacts. 
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:igure 5. (a) A (Fl,  F3) slice of a 3D spectrum, recorded with a pulse scheme similar to that of Figure 3(c), for 
le protein staphylococcal nuclease uniformly enriched with 15N. The slice has been taken at an F2 (15N) frequency 
Q 121.4 ppm. The entire spectrum consists of 64 such slices. The regular 20 spectrum, recorded in a similar 
mount of measuring time is shown in (b). Adapted from Reference 9. 
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This slightly increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum. In contrast, 
strong resolution enhancement is often required for 1D spectra in order to 
reduce spectral overlap, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio. 

For many structuraI problems of interest. isotopic enrichment may be very 
difficult or impossible. However, fox smaller soluble substances the heter- 
onuclear 3D NMR experiment can aIso be conducted at natural abundance.'? 
Of course, when using natural abundance 'jC, the sensitivity of the 3D ex- 
periment is about two orders of magnitude lower relative tQ the comparable 
2D 'N-IH experiment. %cause homonuclear 'H-'H J couplings are Often at 
least partially resolved fer these smaller substances, homonuclear 3D exper- 
iments are a h  feasible. The first 3D NMR experiments p r ~ p o s e d ' ~ , ' ~  were 
of the purely homonudear 'H type. The projection on the ( F l ,  F A  plane of 
such a 3D spectrum shows a regular J correlation (COSY) spectrum.'-' In the 
other dimension (F?). the J coupling muitiplet pattern is present. The main 
reason why this particular 3D experiment was attempted first is the fact that 
the spectra1 width in the added dimension ( F 2 )  can be very narrow ( 4 0  Hz). 
enabling good digital resolution with a relatively small 3D data matrix (wih 
as little as 16 F2 planes). More powerful homonuclear 'H 3D experiments 
were proposed sub~equentiy,"'~ combining popular 2D pulse schemes such 
as NOESY and an experiment known as TOCSY'& or HOHAHAI9 or even 
NOESY and NOESY. Recently, Gnesinger et al.'" presenred a systematic 
overview of the different possible combinations of 2D NMR experiments that 
result in potentially useful 3D experiments, including a detailed analysis of 
3D line shapes and sensitivity. 

As a last exampIe, Figure 6 shows the 3D NOESY-HOHAHA spectrum of 
the protein pike pasvabumin. According to Vuister et aI.Ih the spectrum 

Figure 6. 3D NOE-HOHAHA spectrum of the protein pawalbumin. Reprinted 
with permission from the Journal of Magnetic Resonance. @ 1988 Academic 
Press. 
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contains over 50,000 peaks. Recording this spectrum required about one week 
of measuring time. However. analysis of all the information present takes 
much longer. In this particular spectrum, a resonance at frequency coordinates 
(Fl, F2,  Fl) = (SA, 6,. 6,) corresponds to magnetization that is transferred 
via the NOE effect from proton A to proton B and subsequently. during the 
HOHAHA mixing period to proton C, where 6 is the chemical shift frequency. 
Because two relatively inefficient transfer steps (NO€ and HOHAHA) are 
involved. the sensitivity of the informative double-transfer cross peaks is low. 
However, in contrast to the heteronuclear 3D experiment. this type of rneth- 
adology provides ne\\- informarion not present in a single '1D spectrum. This 
technique is particularly powerful in defining from the same data set both the 
thoushy-bond and through-space connectivities, immediately identifying, for 
example. intra-residue NO€ interactions. In contrast, with 2D spectroscopy 
separate experiments must be performed to obtain both J connectivity and 
NOE information. Moreover. resonance overlap present in the 1D spectra. is 
again largely remowd in the 3D spectrum. 

The 3 0  methods described above are logical extensions of the concepts de- 
veloped for 2D NMR spectroscopy. Et is clear that a 3D spectrum provides 
the spectral information in the most resolved ferm. In fact. 2D spectra can 
always be considered as projections of a 3D spectrum. whereby the frequency 
encoding along the projection axis has disappeared. The main practical prob- 
lems of 3D NMR are the large size of the 3D data matrix typically required 
and the long measuring time. The measuring time for 3D experiments is 
dictated by the number of rl  and rI increments that are needed to obtain 
sufficient resolution in the F, and F2 dimensions. For example. using modest 
numbers of 254 incrfments in both the I ,  and tI  dimensions. this requires the 
pulse sequence to be repeated at least 256 X 256 times. Quite often. for each 
( r l .  I : )  pair the pulse sequence has to be repeated a number of rimes with 
d i k e n t  phases of thz rf pulses to select il desired coherence transfer pathway" 
in a process known as phase cycling. A very short four-step phasz c y l e  brings 
the total number of repetitions of the pulse sequence t h m  up to 262144. 
Assuming every individuai execution of the pulse sequence takes 1.5 S, the 
total measuring time 1s 4 5  days. Of course, this makes routine recording of 
3D spectra difficult. and i t  is therefore expected that this type of methodology, 
although extremely powerhi, will remain restricted to The applications where 
it is mosf needed. i.?.. the study of biological macromolecules. 
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